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PHOTO:  U.S. Marine Corps Scout 
Platoon, Regimental Combat Team 
1 (RCT-1) Marines load their high-
mobility multipurpose wheeled ve-
hicles (HMMWVs) at the civil military 
operations center in preparation for 
a patrol through the city of Fallujah, 
Al Anbar Province, Iraq, on 26 De-
cember 2004, during Operation Iraqi 
Freedom. (U.S. Marine Corps, LCPL 
Ryan B. Busse)

The author would like to thank team 
leaders Major Henegar and CWO3 
Reese for contributing pictures.

Before operation al fajr, the second battle of fallujah (in 
november-December 2004), an estimated 4,000 insurgents roamed 

the streets of fallujah, iraq, killing government soldiers and policemen and 
essentially turning the city into a rebel stronghold. they could do so not 
just because of their numbers and ruthlessness, but because they derived 
significant strength from the local population. in essence, the people provided 
the insurgents with the recruits and support necessary to thrive and move 
freely within the battlespace. 

to attack this strength, the Marine Corps’ regimental Combat team 1 
(rCt-1) would use a powerful weapon—money—to drive a wedge between 
the insurgents and the people and help win the second battle of fallujah. 
in particular, the combat team’s civil affairs units influenced the people 
by providing money to alleviate their immediate needs, settle grievances, 
and reduce frustration arising during the course of the battle. at the same 
time, the units developed long-term reconstruction efforts to help local 
iraqi leaders gain control of the area. in this way, rCt-1 built legitimacy 
for coalition forces and further increased rifts between insurgents and their 
much-needed popular support. these actions reduced the enemy’s base of 
operations and ability to maneuver.1 as this article will show, rCt-1 civil 
affairs units wielded financial power as a combat multiplier and reduced the 
enemy’s overall combat potential.2 

Setting Conditions for Success 
the initial program to provide money for iraqi relief and reconstruction 

was strategically oriented and designed for deliberately planned, long-term 
reconstruction projects. a modification to the program was needed to allow 
the use of money in a tactical mode as a mechanism to act on the immediate 
needs of civilians and to respond to grievances. the change would set the 
conditions for operational success 

Building capability. for operation al fajr, rCt-1 designed a system 
to allow the immediate payment of money to iraqis. the system was built 
around civil affairs elements that contained all the pieces necessary to 
approve and make on-the-spot payments in a field environment. rCt-1 
civil affairs designated one Marine as a paying agent with $50,000 in cash 
on hand and a second Marine to execute contracts of up to $3,000 without 
having to use normal project-approval procedures.3 this gave the Marines a 
mechanism similar to a petty cash system to make immediate, discretionary 
payments as the need arose.  
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previously, securing funds required approval at 
division level or higher and, once approved, cash 
payments had to be made by a paying agent from the 
disbursing office. redundant checks and balances and 
centralized fiduciary oversight at the division level 
had created a cumbersome, bottlenecked approval 
system. the process required submission of elec-
tronic documents to 1st

  
Marine Division headquarters 

in ramadi for approval and often took several days to 
complete.4 this time lag between identifying a need 
and disbursing money was an unacceptable opera-
tional delay that made outcomes far less effective. if 
one views the delivery of such funds as analogous 
to force targeting, then identification-to-execution 
delays caused Marines to miss a high-profile target 
while they waited for permission to engage it. Such 
delays often nullified the money option, especially 
for fleeting targets of opportunity.5 

Designated financial officers and comptrollers 
understandably sought tight accountability of 
money because of the potential for the misuse of 
funds in iraq’s chaotic environment. thus, they built 
the funding process around centralized financial 
control, which included earmarking money for 
projects in al anbar province (where fallujah is 
located) prior to authorizing its use. for al fajr, 
however, effective disbursement required delegat-
ing control to Marines in contact who were in the 
best position to influence events as they unfolded. 

Decentralizing control improved disbursement 
timeliness and allowed Marines to make immediate 
transactions to influence events. this streamlined 
execution proved pivotal. 

Delegation of authority was limited to a maxi-
mum of $3,000 per use, a sum that paid for most 
high-impact projects requiring rapid execution. 
By design, the $3,000 limit excluded long-term 
reconstruction programs—for such undertakings, 
Marines used normal approval procedures.6 this 
limited approach struck a good balance between 
responsiveness and control; it decentralized 
approval for high-impact ventures needing quick 
execution, yet maintained centralized approval for 
more costly deliberate reconstruction. 

Despite decentralizing controls, rCt-1 preserved 
accountability by having two Marines in the pay-
ment process, one letting contracts and the other 
dispensing money. Submitting all payment vouch-
ers and contract records to the division on a regular 
basis provided additional accountability. in the end, 
the integrity of Marines in money-handling posi-
tions ensured the money was used properly. 

Funding pipelines. in a report to the U.S. 
Congress, the Special inspector General for iraq 
reconstruction (SiGir) grouped funding sources 
that supported iraq relief and reconstruction into 
three categories: U.S.-appropriated funds, interna-
tional donor funds, and iraqi funds. as of 30 june 

2006, the combined funds 
totaled over $85.4 billion.7 
each category contained sub-
categories of funds that were 
received through different 
means, including seized assets 
from the old Saddam Hussein 
regime, iraqi national govern-
ment budgets or grants, and 
pledges or accounts from 
coalition partners, the world 
community, and international 
governments. the various 
funds’ sources and intended 
uses determined how they 
could be spent. 

for example, in the interna-
tional donor funds category, 
multiple non-U.S. donors 
pledged money for iraq relief Civilian contractors set up of water tanks during Operation Al Fajr, January 2005.
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and reconstruction. this money went into a trust 
under the auspices of the World Bank, and funds 
went to projects through a local staff of 800 Un 
representatives.8 

in the iraqi funds category, the money in the 
subcategory of development funds for iraq (Dfi) 
was “drawn primarily from [iraqi] oil proceeds 
and repatriated funds.”9 the “Cpa [Coalition pro-
visional authority] established Dfi with Un con-
currence to serve as the primary financial vehicle 
for channeling revenue from iraqi oil sales . . . and 
repatriated iraqi assets to the relief and reconstruc-
tion efforts of iraq.”10

in the U.S.-appropriated funds category, the subcat-
egory Commander’s emergency response program 
(Cerp) served as a funding channel specifically 
for military commanders. Cerp is “a program that 
[allows] coalition military commanders to respond 
rapidly to urgent humanitarian, relief, and reconstruc-
tion needs in their geographic areas of responsibil-
ity.”11 according to the SiGir, “the aim of Cerp…
[is] highly visible projects that yield immediate 
benefits and nurture positive relations with the local 
populace.”12 Cerp gives the coalition flexibility and 
accessibility to funds and so has become an important 
tool for the commander. also in the U.S.-appropriated 
funds category is the subcategory of iraq security 
force funds (iSff), which allocates money to estab-
lish iraqi security forces. accordingly, the rules for 
iSff limit the money’s use to that purpose.

the funding lines described above have sup-
ported relief and reconstruction efforts, each with 
its own purpose and guidelines for use. relief and 
reconstruction funding involves the Un, the U.S. 
agency for international Development, and the 
U.S. Departments of State, Defense, treasury, and 
Health and Human Services.13 in the fall of 2004, 
the array of funding lines and agencies involved, 
each with a different objective, created a challeng-
ing environment. Maximizing financial power 
required understanding what funds were available 
and how to obtain them. for instance, Cerp funds 
often dried up quickly because of their popularity 
and ease of use. thus, a command that relied only 
on Cerp ran the risk of an interrupted money flow. 
establishing multiple resource lines and creating a 
financing cell within the command helped rCt-1 
maintain a steady funding stream. rCt-1 civil 
affairs teams understood the system and worked 
multiple funding lines to avoid interruptions. the 
steady flow of money was essential for the unit’s 
success on the battlefield. 

Using money on the battlefield. Drawing civil-
ian support away from insurgents was the goal, but 
it was a tricky endeavor. Cultural and language 
barriers made progress difficult. Success came 
slowly and required persistent, time-consuming, 
resource-heavy efforts, but frequently resulted in 
small gains, or even setbacks. Commanders had to 
balance the effort with competing priorities, spe-

cifically, the desire to eliminate enemy 
forces through kinetic means. Moreover, 
insurgents placed a high value on civil-
ian support for their operations, and 
they did their best to undermine coali-
tion efforts with the local population. 
But in the battle for legitimacy, money 
employed effectively against the insur-
gency provided rCt-1 with an economy 
of force measure—a cheap yet effective 
method for pulling community support 
away from the insurgents. 

Selecting effective targets. rCt-1 
sought targets that offered the best 
opportunities for financial leverage. 
Careful target selection proved as 
important as combat power. Civil affairs 
teams preferred to have a large number 
of lower-cost projects. More projects Iraqis unload humanitarian goods during Operation Al Fajr,  

January 2005.
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meant wider coverage and more people involved. 
these projects also had better completion rates, 
and they got money to people quicker to attend to 
needs faster. larger-scale projects were vulnerable 
to insurgent sabotage because they were complex, 
took much longer, and were more visible. 

this small-project approach also created more 
opportunities to engage civilians constructively 
and promote positive perceptions. More frequent 
opportunities to talk with civilians under good 
circumstances helped build relationships that often 
yielded actionable intelligence.14 Sometimes, the 
financial targeting’s real objective was to bolster 
local leaders’ prestige, help them build credibility, 
and enable them to better control their areas and con-
stituents.15 local leaders were often powerful allies 
who were crucial to attracting people to the coali-
tion. With their positions and status, they influenced 
broad audiences. projects aimed at civil, religious, 
business, and tribal leaders and at town elders, tech-
nocrats, and medical and legal representatives were 
critical in settling intractable grievances. 

the high unemployment in al anbar province 
was another target, particularly in areas the insur-
gents hit heaviest. insurgents recruited those who 
were most disaffected by the economy: unemployed 
military-aged males. Short-term, labor-intensive 
projects were the best way to counter such recruit-
ing.16 When Marines evaluated project proposals, 
they usually chose the one that offered the most 
local jobs because it would have the greatest impact 
on reducing the insurgent recruiting pool. 

Unfortunately, most reconstruction projects only 
generate employment that lasts for the duration of 
the project, after which the jobs expire. programs 
that created long-term jobs would have been ideal 
in al anbar, but they were difficult to initiate due 
to restrictions on the use of Cerp funds. (Cerp 
cannot fund projects that enhance an individual’s 
personal gain, e.g., funds cannot be used to help a 
private business).17 

to promote the growth of long-term jobs, rCt-1 
civil affairs proposed offering business grants tied 
to job creation. this program would have provided 
money to businesses that planned to grow in a way 
that directly added jobs. providing assets to assist 
or create new businesses was also part of the pro-
posal. for example, it would have given a welding 
machine or a bread-baking oven to an iraqi to enable 

him to start a new business that employed others. 
this approach could have had a significant benefit. 
By giving away equipment, not money, it would 
have been easy to account for its use. Unfortunately, 
restrictions on Cerp funds remained, and Marines 
in the field could not act on these proposals. 

Throughput of Projects and 
Reach of Force 

throughput was the constraining factor for the 
“more projects, low-cost” scheme. a civil affairs 
team could only manage a limited number of projects 
effectively at one time. rCt-1’s civil affairs detach-
ment added two additional teams, which enabled 
it to execute more projects and cover a larger geo-
graphical area.18 However, only civil affairs Marines 
and a few Seabees were permitted to disburse money 
in fallujah.19 allowing  Marines who had daily 
contact with civilians to pay out money might have 
worked better, but doing so would have required an 
even more decentralized control structure—a tough 
sell to the comptrollers. 

rCt-1 built important connections to civil-
ians, and effective throughput over a wider area 
reinforced those relationships via quick responses 
to local needs. When the Marines made things 
happen, civilians saw that americans kept their 
promises. the ability to resolve problems better 
than the insurgents gave the Marines an advan-
tage in building legitimacy and public support.20 
establishing relationships with civilians dove-
tailed with the 1st

 
Marine Division commanding 

general’s mantra, “Marines, no better friend, no 
worse enemy.”21  

Shaping the battlefield and assisting civil-
ians. in al fajr, Marines gave money to displaced 
iraqis to ease their hardship. this helped to expe-
dite evacuation and shape the environment.22 the 
money enabled displaced persons to purchase 
items from the local economy while away from 
fallujah, reducing the coalition’s requirement to 
provide humanitarian assistance at a later point. in 
the short term, removing civilians from contested 
areas helped Marines identify insurgents and limit 
their mobility, and it reduced the chances of unin-
tended civilian casualties. furthermore, dislocated 
civilians helped spread the coalition’s message by 
word of mouth to other areas, adding value to the 
information operations (io) campaign. 
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Humanitarian crises tie up military resources 
and force immediate responses, often with a mini-
mal return on investment.23 avoiding them is also 
critical because insurgents exploit crises to their 
advantage. these situations promote instability, 
create fertile ground for enemy recruiting, demon-
strate the local government’s inability to care for its 
people, and bring the people closer to the insurgents 
by estranging them from a government unable to 
ensure their well-being. 

Money not only helped prevent the development 
of humanitarian assistance problems in fallujah, but 
it also provided flexible response options to contain 
problems. Marines used local resources to solve 
problems when they occurred instead of doing it 
themselves. During the battle, for instance, a civil 
affairs team purchased supplies locally, and iraqi 
merchants delivered them. Marines on patrol also 
distributed supplies when they saw needy people in 
the city and in Saqlawiyah, a neighboring town.24 
in this case, money directly built goodwill with 
significant economy of effort. 

Reconstruction. Given the extent of the damage 
to fallujah, it was surprising how fast the city 
was rebuilt after the assault. Key infrastructure 
was restored within weeks, and stopgap measures 
to provide essential services in lieu of repaired 
infrastructure were established prior to the city’s 
repopulation.25 reconstruction money, especially 
with quick project throughput, was critical to suc-
cess because it fostered positive public opinion for 

the Marines and the iraqi 
interim Government.26 

Much of the success with 
reconstruction can be attrib-
uted to the Marines’ decision 
to rebuild while they fought. 
in phase iii of the battle 
(seize and secure the city), 
sewer-water pumping sta-
tions stopped functioning, 
contributing to significant 
citywide flooding.27 Marine 
civil affairs teams paid iraqi 
municipal workers to iden-
tify the stations’ locations, 
which required the workers 
to enter the city. initially, the 
workers were reluctant to go 

while combat operations were underway; however, 
money provided the necessary incentive. after-
wards, these workers were proud to say they had 
worked with the Marines. indeed, they told other 
iraqis that they had teamed up with the Marines to 
save infrastructure and houses—thereby delivering 
a powerful io message from iraqis to iraqis.28 

in this operation, civil affairs teams used on-hand 
reconstruction funds to hire fallujan work parties 
to do a variety of tasks.29 these parties helped clean 
up the city, alleviating the burden on the Marines to 
perform such activities, but more important, they 
provided employment and money for the economy 
during a critical time.

Iraqi municipal workers work on a generator in a sewer 
water lift station during Operation Al Fajr, November 2004.
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A civil affairs unit evacuates civilians from Fallujah during Operation Al Fajr, November 2004.
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Marines also provided each iraqi head of house-
hold in the city with a $200 solatia (compensation) 
payment.30 over 33,000 iraqis received this pay-
ment, which amounted to a total distribution of more 
than $6.6 million dollars in a one-week period.31 the 
payment recalled a Marine experience in Vietnam 
at the Battle of Hue.32 Such disbursements helped 

foster goodwill, jump-started the economy and the 
rebuilding effort, and focused the people’s energy 
on reconstruction instead of trouble.33

During raids, civil affairs teams followed the 
assault elements to provide immediate payment to 
noncombatants who had incurred battle damage.34 
this proactive effort eliminated the requirement 

for civilians to make a claim 
at the civil military opera-
tions center (CMoC).35 the 
CMoC often had long lines 
of claimants, and settling a 
solatia claim usually required 
multiple trips, creating delays 
and frustration. immediate 
payment for damage after a 
raid eliminated grievances 
before the insurgents could 
exploit them. 

the guiding principle for 
civil affairs during phase 
iV (transition) was to focus 
on the people, not solely on 
reconstruction. Using money 
to eliminate grievances dis-
armed the enemy and stifled 
his initiative because insur-
gents particularly exploited 
the aggrieved segments of Marines and Iraqi soldiers provide $200 solatia payments to all heads of household 

during Operation Al Fajr.
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Iraqi work-party morning formation in Fallujah.
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the population to build support for their cause. 
information operations highlighted the insur-
gency’s destructive nature by contrasting the 
coalition’s efforts with the insurgents’ propensity 
to destroy. 

rCt-1 civil affairs knew that to win over civilians 
in the end, the coalition would have to help them 
see the situation improving as the insurgents were 
eliminated. While Marines aggressively sought out 
insurgents, they also monetarily assisted neutral 
parties caught up in the conflict. By doing this, 
Marines helped maintain popular support for the 
coalition and government forces. 

Do’s and Don’ts
When selecting projects or spending money 

in fallujah, the civil affairs teams considered it 
important to—

Avoid larger, more expensive projects involving  ●
only a few people. Many iraqis saw such undertak-
ings as favoritism, because the project benefitted 
only a small number of people. 

Align projects with the people’s needs to  ●
achieve a desired effect. those who selected proj-
ects for a far-removed area rarely knew what the 
people there needed. in fact, enterprises that seemed 
like a good idea from afar were often counterpro-
ductive. for example, Baghdad officials discussed 
building a high-cost, state-of-the-art sewer treat-
ment plant in fallujah. However, the fallujans cared 
little about such a project, and it would not have 
added value to the effort to stabilize the area or win 
hearts and minds. in addition, the fallujans lacked 
the technical expertise to run such a facility. 

Use the local contractors, even if they are more  ●
expensive or do lower quality work. in fallujah, 
some contractors had worked in Baghdad, and so 
they tended to use workers from Baghdad as well. 
this did not sit well with the fallujans. 

Watch for undue corruption or graft. ●  Having 
to deal with a certain level of graft is always a cost 
of doing business in iraq, but if it is excessive, a 
high percentage of it probably includes pay-offs 
to insurgents. 

Attempt to gain local buy-in of projects with  ●

the city council and keep them informed of progress. 
the city council can either facilitate or hinder the 
execution of a project, and the council gains cred-
ibility with the public for implementing it. 

Spread-load contracts to promote fairness and  ●
expand reach. executing contracts in the CMoC 
or at a central location often leads to repeated use 
of the same contractors and employment of the 
same people, and it increases the chances of such 
criminal activity as stealing from contractors or 
intimidating them.36 

Conclusion 
in fallujah, civil affairs achieved results with 

money by shaping public opinion and promoting 
legitimacy. Money provided options to solve local 
problems, resolve grievances, and reduce frustra-
tion. this financial leverage shored up support for 
the coalition and iraqi officials by enhancing their 
credibility and their capability to respond to the 
local population’s needs. it set favorable condi-
tions to draw civilians away from the insurgency 
and kept “fence-sitters on the fence.” Money also 
exposed the insurgents by stripping away their local 
support and stimulating dialogue that led to usable 
information about the enemy. Used wisely, money 
weakened the insurgency by countering its ability 
to promote its cause or exploit a situation. 

in iraq, units must be able to spend money in a 
timely manner. this is especially important when 
many relief organizations are not willing to enter 
an area due to security concerns or because they do 
not understand the local dynamics well enough to 
operate successfully in the region.37 

Commanders asked much of their junior leaders 
in fallujah, so arming them properly was impor-
tant. these “strategic corporals” interacting with 
civilians on a daily basis needed more constructive 
and decisive methods to build relationships and 
engage the local population effectively. passing out 
soccer balls and sunglasses was good, but making 
something useful happen that created a real differ-
ence in the life of iraqis was a far better approach 
to winning hearts and minds. Money provided that 
ability. MR 
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1. the author commanded Detachment 4-4, 4th Civil affairs Group. Detachment 
4-4 was assigned to regimental Combat team 1 (rCt-1) from august 2004 to March 
2005, a period that included Operation al Fajr, the second battle of Fallujah. al Fajr, 
or “New Dawn,” was the name of the November 2004 offensive to seize control of 
Fallujah. Originally, the name was Operation Phantom Fury, but it was changed 
early in the operation. the first battle to rid Fallujah of insurgents occurred as part of 
Operation vigilant resolve, in april 2004. 

2. in a nonpermissive environment, civil affairs teams were usually the link between 
the “pots of money” designated for relief and reconstruction and the actual on-the-
ground spending of money in a combat environment. this was especially important 
because most relief organizations outside the military, including nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) and intergovernmental organizations (iGOs), did not operate 
in nonpermissive environments. 

3. First
 
Marine Division promulgated this policy through Fragmentary Order 

0364-04 during Operation al Fajr. the order authorized civil affairs teams to conduct 
rapid funding of projects. after spending $50,000, the civil affairs team received a 
new allocation of money. this ensured that a steady flow of money was available 
and accessible in a field environment. 

4. 1st Marine Division was located at Camp Blue Diamond in ramadi, the capital 
of al anbar province. 

5. the supporting arms field commonly used “targets of opportunity” to refer to 
lucrative opportunities that present themselves on the battlefield, usually unexpect-
edly, and which were typically perishable if not acted on quickly. as an example of 
using money in an unplanned but effective way, the rCt-1 commander gave $20.00 
to an old iraqi woman carrying groceries down the street of Fallujah, and he hailed a 
cab for her. He stated at the daily operations and intelligence brief that he had won 
a friend for life that day. 

6. Marines used the normal funding approval process for long-term reconstruction 
projects not requiring immediate implementation, such as building a school. 

7. Special inspector General for iraqi reconstruction (SiGir), July 2006 Quarterly 
and Semiannual Report to Congress (30 July 2006), 90. Congress created SiGir 
to provide independent oversight of the iraq relief and reconstruction Fund, one 
of the major U.S.-appropriated funds for iraqi relief and reconstruction. the $85.4 
billion included $36.2 billion of U.S. appropriated funds, $14.6 billion of international 
donor funds, and $34.6 billion of iraqi funds.

8. ibid., 93. 
9. ibid., 90. 
10. ibid., e2. established shortly after the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime, the 

Coalition Provisional authority served as an interim governing body for iraq during 
the early stages of Operation iraqi Freedom (OiF). 

11. ibid., C4. 
12. ibid. 
13. ibid., C1, 22. 
14. the reasons for this are beyond the scope of this paper. However, civil affairs 

teams operating in Fallujah repeatedly noticed a direct correlation between money 
exchanged with civilians and information received. actionable intelligence included 
information about the location of improvised explosive devices, weapons caches, 
or persons intimidating others that led to the commander taking action based on 
information. 

15. Civil affairs teams and unit commanders who were familiar with the local area 
and understood the atmospherics (see note below) knew which leaders to empower: 
the ones capable of swaying the people away from the insurgency and most likely 
to promote stability and local control. Marines felt that using civilian leaders became 
particularly important when trying to maintain an iraqi “face” (message delivered by 
an iraqi) in an area with respect to civil administration, public safety, and law enforce-
ment. in the long run, this was consistent with the overall objective of gaining local 
support and the desired end state of transferring local control to the iraqis. Note: 
“atmospherics” was a popular term used in OiF to describe the general, collective feel 
in an area in terms of civilian sentiment towards coalition forces or any issue involving 
the iraqi national government. it was critical for the unit commanders to understand 
the atmospherics in their assigned zones. indeed, it was often a matter of life and 
death to understand how the civilians felt about the coalition in a particular area and 
to know the degree of support that local Fallujans provided to the insurgents. 

16. this does not include rebuilding critical infrastructure or improving force 
protection. these projects had priority and were based on other factors, such as 
quality of work and time to complete. 

17. the inability to use Commander’s emergency response Program (CerP) 
funds for assisting businesses was a major complaint of the civil affairs teams in Fal-
lujah and limitations on CerP severely hampered economic development.

18. rCt-1’s civil affairs detachment had five teams in the city of Fallujah and 
two in the surrounding areas. a civil affairs team in Fallujah consisted of four to 
eight Marines specially trained in civil affairs activities, with additional personnel 
attached or supporting. all teams were HMMwv-mobile, except for one at the civil-
military operations center. the number of projects or initiatives a civil affairs team 
could effectively manage depended on both the operating environment (permissive/
nonpermissive) and the size and complexity of the projects. Generally, a nonpermis-
sive environment greatly limited the civil affairs teams’ ability to manage projects. 
indeed, the environment had much more of an impact on project management than 
project size or complexity. 

19. Other than civil affairs Marines and a contracting cell from the Seabees of the 
Marine expeditionary Force (MeF) engineering Group, few Marines spent money on 
relief and reconstruction in Fallujah. Select senior Marines (battalion commanders 

and higher) were authorized to make on-the-spot payments. Staff judge advocates 
made solatia payments (see note 30 below for a description of solatia). in addition, 
a few Marines spent money to establish police, but the civil affairs teams generally 
let even these contracts. 

20. Distributing projects to other units allowed for civil affairs assets to support 
other projects in an area. in a counterinsurgency, civil affairs assets are a high-
demand, low-density force. the tight schedule in al Fajr meant civil affairs forces 
often cut short valuable dialogue and relationship-building with civilians associated 
with a particular project. the demands of supporting numerous other projects left 
them limited time. this was unfortunate, since positive interaction with civilians can 
be more important than a project itself. 

21. Major General James N. Mattis promulgated the slogan “Marines, no better 
friend, no worse enemy” in “1st Marine Division Standard Operating Procedures for 
Stability and Support Operations,” dated 15 November 2003.

22. Because it provided the ability to obtain commercial transportation and a place 
to stay in another area, money made it easier for civilians to leave an area. During al 
Fajr, many Fallujans went to the neighboring town of Saqlawiyah. 

23. in OiF, humanitarian crises have significantly affected the planning factors 
of time, force, and space in operations; thus, a commander is well justified in taking 
preventive measures to avoid such situations. 

24. team 4, Detachment 4, 4th Civil affairs Group, Command Chronology for 
January 2005 (Camp Baharia, iraq, 11 February 2005), 4; and team 4, Detachment 
4, 4th Civil affairs Group, Command Chronology for February 2005 (Camp Baharia, 
iraq, 8 March 2005), 5.

25. 4th Civil affairs Group, Command Chronology 2005 (washington, DC, 15 July 
2006), 9-10. the speed at which Fallujah restored itself became a powerful theater-
wide information operations message that focused on the iraqi interim Government’s 
and the coalition’s concern for the local population. 

26. the iraqi interim Government governed iraq prior to the official elections in 
January 2005. 

27. a number of causes led to massive flooding in Fallujah, including an inoperative 
sewer system, broken water lines, and high water from a nearly closed sluice gate 
on a dam on the euphrates river. 

28. Prior to the battle, rCt-1 civil affairs did not know that there was a sewer 
system for rainwater with nine powered lift stations in Fallujah. Continuous de-flooding 
became important because many parts of Fallujah were below the euphrates river 
water table. the main purpose of the sewer system was to pump water from the 
euphrates out of Fallujah, particularly when the river ran high. employees from the 
water treatment plant outside the city provided the information and guides to find all 
nine lift stations. the flooding in the streets created a natural obstacle and caused 
major problems for the rCt-1 commander to maneuver his forces. it became a major 
focus and significant issue to resolve for the division commander. Standing water 
also created a health issue because of dead bodies and the black-water sewage that 
washed up from septic tanks located throughout the city. the flooding also caused 
additional damage to civilian homes. 

29. each civil affairs team managed work parties of from 10 to 200 Fallujans. 
an iraqi foreman paid these parties daily and served as a point of contact for paying 
the other workers. Because the work parties consisted of all military-aged males, 
the Marines jokingly referred to them as “Muj working parties” (“Muj” was short for 
Mujahideen). 

30. During OiF, military commanders used solatia to compensate a neutral party 
(a civilian not affiliated with the enemy) whose house or business had sustained col-
lateral damage or whose family member had been killed or seriously injured. However, 
providing a solatia payment was not an admission of guilt by the U.S. Government. 

31. 4th Civil affairs Group, Command Chronology 2005, 12. 
32. Jack Shulimson et al., U.S. Marines in Vietnam: The Defining Year, 1968, 

Marine Corps History and Museums Division (washington, DC: Government Print-
ing Office, 1997), 604. after the Battle for Hue, the South vietnamese government 
launched Operation recovery, where “each displaced person was entitled to . . . 
$85.00 [and rebuilding materials] . . . More then 830 families received reconstruction 
material and all the displaced received a temporary relief payment.”

33. the author of this paper was in Fallujah and saw the repairs to the city 
begin and the local economy come back to life. Shulimson et al. note that some 
early improvements were seen in and around Hue during Operation recovery after 
the “[South vietnamese government] had begun reconstruction, resettlement, and 
economic revival programs” (605). 

34. visiting an area immediately after a raid or other coalition action to pay for battle 
damage or initiate a contract to fix damage affecting neutral parties became standard 
operating procedure (SOP) for rCt-1 civil affairs. the SOP called for the civil affairs 
team to follow “in trace” or directly behind the assault element. any houses harboring 
insurgents or weapons caches were not eligible for battle damage remuneration. 

35. Fallujah had a civil-military operations center, or CMOC, called the Fallujah 
liaison team about one kilometer to the east of the city. it established another CMOC 
in late November 2004 during Operation al Fajr. this second CMOC was called the 
“Fallujah Help Center,” and it was located in the center of the city at the “mayor’s 
complex” or governmental center. among their numerous functions, CMOCs were 
places where civilians went to broach issues or get assistance (such as with a battle 
damage claim.) the CMOCs were often busy places with long lines. 

36. in Fallujah, insurgents and thieves monitored activity in the CMOC. Marines 
at the CMOC frequently distributed large sums of cash to the locals. 

37. relief organizations outside the military included NGOs and iGOs, such as the 
international Committee of the red Crescent and the UN world Food Program.
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